SUMMARY, An X-ray powder pattern of idocrase (vesuvianite) from Canzoccoli, Italy, has been indexed by the method described by Nedoma (I968a, b). The improved X-ray data collected in the paper can be useful in identifying this mineral and in discussing the influence of diadochic substitutions on the lattice parameters of idocrase.
IDOCRASE (vesuvianite) is a rather common constituent of metamorphic rocks. Its structure had already been determined in I93I by Warren and Modell but its general chemical formula has been, even in recent years, an object of discussion (Barth, I963) . Because of the lack of exact and commonly approved d-spacings, especially in the low-angle range, the identification of this mineral meets with several difficulties and the interpretation of powder diagrams leads sometimes to confusing results (Zabifiski, I966) . The indexing of X-ray reflections proposed in the literature is also incomplete and sometimes ambiguous or even contradictory. It seemed therefore necessary to make an attempt to reinterpret the powder data for this mineral.
X-ray investigations were carried out on a brown-coloured coarsely crystalline variety of idocrase from Canzoccoli, Italy. I A camera of diameter I~4"6 mm and filtered Cu-Kc~ radiation were used. On the powder photograph more than 80 lines were registered. The interpretation of this pattern was carried out by a method developed by one of us, consisting in measuring the reflections in such a manner that every line is characterized by two numbers giving the upper and lower limits of an interval in which the line is certainly contained (Nedoma, I968b).
We first made an attempt to verify if the lattice parameters proposed by other authors (Deer, Howie, and Zussman, I962) With the aid of these new A and B values we can calculate again all possible values for sin20 and search among experimental data for lines that can be indexed unequivocally. Using these new indexed values we can write new inequalities and determine in the same manner new limits of intervals containing the A and B values. The whole powder pattern has been passed through in this manner and the last, smallest intervals determined for A and B were used for calculating all possible sin20 values. In this way we could index many lines unequivocally and show that others can be indexed with two and even more sets of hkl-values. The method of comparing the calculated and experimenta}ly observed data }s illustrated by fig. 2 for sin~-9 values less than o'~25. In this way we could classify the reflections into reflections that appear on the diagram and can be indexed unequivocally, reflections overlapping each other and observed on the photograph on the same place as one line, reflections not observed on our photograph because of their weakness, and reflections that do not appear because of systematic extinctions. All these data are collected in fig. 3 -Some of the reflections appearing on the powder photographs may really be composed of coinciding lines and must be therefore correctly indexed with several sets of hkl-indices. In other cases some of the calculated data may correspond to such weak reflections that these should be ignored and the observed line should be indexed only with one set of hkl-values. The ambiguity of indexing such reflections can be resolved on the basis of intensities calculated for the proposed structure, or by single-crystal photographs.
The interpretation of the powder pattern of idocrase from Canzoccoli leads to lattice constants: a t5,634~:o.o27, c II'827~o,o47 A. 
